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Abstract. In this paper the authors describe a solution for implementation of the SRM (ScriptRunMediatorCSP)
middleware to resolve trusting and secure connection problems to HPC (High Performance Computing) cluster
resources in the Liepaja University. The main idea is to develop a specific middleware tool called SRM, which
would allow connection to the parallel computing cluster system, namely to the main server masternode, to
provide the easiest solution for using HPC technologies in educational processes. Cluster computing resources
could be used for solution and analysis of various scientific problems applying mathematical methods and high
performance technological solutions for learning and performing parallel computations in the educational
process thus increasing the students’ theoretical knowledge in practical applications.
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Introduction
Rapid development of High Performance Computing (HPC) systems in the field of IT is
determined by the necessity to solve society and science problems more effectively, for instance, to
optimize gas and oil research and acquisition, to forecast climate changes, and also to introduce
innovation products and services in industrial and financial fields. Therefore, it is important to provide
the HPC technological environment, which is implemented with the help of parallel data processing
and computation technologies, applications of cluster networks and information technologies, in order
to promote involvement of students as young experts to real problem solution in the field of scientific
research.
In the academic and research field, HPC utilizes multiple processors to perform concurrent tasks
in parallel for solving large cutting-edge research computation problems. At this moment authors
provide centralized high-performance computing resources and support to Liepaja University students
and researchers in large-scale computing disciplines with the use of advanced computing cluster
hardware infrastructure, software, tools and programming techniques.The goal of centralized
supercomputing centres and conventional distributed computing systems, such as grids and clusters,
and their support service is to enhance research capabilities and effectiveness.
The current efforts in the grid computing research focus on a design of the new grid schedulers,
that can efficiently optimize the standard scheduling objectives, such as makespan, flowtime and
resource utilization, but also can fulfil the security requirements of the grid users and can minimize the
energy consumed by all of the system components. These schedulers should also capture the
complexity of the whole system and provide meaningful measures for a wide range of grid
applications and services. Therefore, energy-efficient and security-aware scheduling in CGs
(Computational Grids) becomes a complex research and engineering endeavour mainly due to
different priorities and preferences of the grid users and resource owners [1].
Several parallel computation clusters with various configurations have been created and tested,
where the special middleware SRM (ScriptRunMediatorCSP (ClusterSecurityPackage)) was used in
order to implement solutions of direct, indirect and optimisation problems using data parallel
processing technologies – computation automation software. Within the research a Beowulf cluster is
used, and the operating system adopted is Linux, which is widely available; software tools for message
passing such as MPI [2; 3] and GNU compilers [4] are also a part of the Beowulf cluster. A Beowulf
cluster is “A cluster of mass-market commodity off-the-shelf (M2COTS) PCs interconnected by low
cost LAN technology running an open source code Unix-like OS and executing parallel applications
programmed with and industry standard message passing model and library” [5]. This is a very
attractive proposal for our university, which has usually had limited resources. In this context, we
began the construction of a cluster, which then had four nodes, and is continuously supplemented with
modern and fast computing nodes. Parallel data processing is fully automated, therefore, a potential
user of the software is offered ready command line solutions. At the moment SRM is used within the
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study course High Performance Computing Technologies and Parallel Programming at Liepaja
University, in order to provide more effective, easier and safer access to cluster resources.
The special middleware SRM was created mostly for optimisation of parallel data processing:
sending and execution of parallel computation tasks; acquisition of results and management of
computation time; and also for students and researchers to perform parallel computations by using
Intel Fortran 9 compiler of the experimental cluster, as well as the possibility to launch Intel Cluster
Toolkit MPI [6] software and MathWorks MATLAB [7] software packages. The software had some
improvements by integrating other compilers and parallel processing tools such as OpenMPI [8] and
MPICH [9]. The developed middleware has all necessary documentation, it has been tested and
corresponds to solution of all defined problems. The software documentation is created on the basis of
the Latvian state standards regulating the software elaboration process documentation at various stages
and performance of software quality provision events.
Materials and methods
At the initial stages of creation of the Beowulf cluster network an experimental cluster network
was created, which is active at the moment.
1. 8 computational nodes – slavenodes (Intel® Pentium® 4 Duo 3.0Ghz, 2 GB RAM);
2. 1 main server and a node for computational tasks managing – masternode (Intel® Pentium® Xeon
2.8 Ghz, 4 GB ECC RAM).
1.
2.

3.

The installed and configured solutions of data parallel processing technologies are the following.
Intel® Cluster Toolkit 3.2.1 - Intel® MPI Library 3.2 Update 1, Intel® Trace Analyser and Trace
Collector 7.2, Intel® MPI Benchmarks 3.2;
Intel® Fortran Compiler Professional Edition - Intel® Math Kernel Library (Intel® MKL), Intel®
Debugger, Intel® Fortran Compiler building applications that run on IA-32, Intel® 64 and IA-64
architecture systems running the Linux operating system;
MathWorks MATLAB R2009b software:
• parallel Computing Toolbox (Distributed Computing Toolbox) is installed on the user
workstation, where programming of files for parallel computation is done;
• MATLAB Distributed Computing Server (MATLAB Distributed Computing Engine) is
installed on each computation node in the cluster.

In 1991, the GNU/Linux OS was born. Nowadays, an array of Intel processors running Linux is
perhaps the cheapest way to access the parallel computing world with the best speed/performance ratio
(arrays of DEC/Alphas running Linux are also a popular choice) [5].
Scientific Linux (SL) is a Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory and the European Organization
for Nuclear Research (CERN) Linux distributive SL, which is based on Red Hat Enterprise Linux
version. In addition SL OS has a configured service Samba for sharing network resources between the
server and slave nodes, SSH network protocol, which allows secure sending of commands from the
server and sending of parallel computing commands to all nodes. In addition, SSH has a configured
sudo option to execute commands in a security mode, which requires user root permissions by
additionally generating SSH keys in order to provide automatic connection without confirmation of
root password each time [10].
According to De Turck et al.: “Security is an important issue for the platform, especially when
using external resources. Two aspects are important: the platform has to provide: (i) a secure
communication environment and (ii) a secure execution environment [11].
In order to connect to the cluster, it is necessary to receive cluster access data, which are
composed of an IP address, a user name and a password, taking into account the security rules in
respect to the obtained information for protection of sensitive data. Until now the most problematic
was the SSH connection mode to the cluster nodes, because there always was risk that some users
could run some extra scripts in the command line console of the operation system in SSH mode, that
would significantly increase the computation resource load or fully stop them for some time. In
addition, in some cases problems were caused by a simultaneous connection of multiple users to the
cluster with one user name, this caused termination of all parallel computation processes when
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someone stopped the parallel session. Moreover, there were cases when at the time of using SRM
students shared their print screens in social portals thus showing the access information – IP address,
login name and other secured information to other people that puts the cluster safety under the risk and
is the reason for ineffective use of resources, or overload.
According to De Turck et al.: “A secure execution environment is more difficult to implement.
Making the execution environment secure for the users of the workstations can be achieved by
certifying agents and code fragments with a PGP signature, so that the authenticity and integrity of the
code fragment can be checked. This assures that users only execute code from a trusted source.
However, it is next to impossible to make the execution environment safe from the clients’ point of
view. Preventing users of tampering with the code and/or binaries or to develop trojan horses which
act as real agents but return bogus results is very difficult. The platform as described in this paper
relies on the goodwill of the users and employs a user registration mechanism as dissuasion technique”
[11].
Until now, in the Windows operation system it was necessary to use WinSCP[12] program to get
connected to the cluster and upload or download source code files as well as the executed result data
files. It was also necessary to use PUTTY [13] software, in order to execute certain commands and
parallel computation commands in Linux console, for example (Fig.1):
1. #source ***/fc/9.1.031/bin/ifortvars.sh
2. #source ***/ict/3.0/mpi/3.0/bin/mpivars.sh
3. #mpdtrace (checks an mpd session and shows the names of active computation nodes);
4. #mpdboot -n 5 -r ssh -f ***/mpd.hosts (creates a new MPI engine parallel
session for 5 computation nodes including the main server or masternode);
5. #mpiifort -o test test.f90 (compiles the programmed source code file “test.f90”,
using a compiler Intel Fortran 9, and gives the name “test” to the executed file);
6. #mpirun -n 5 -r ssh -f ***/mpd.hosts ./test (starts execution of parallel
computations of “test” file on 5 nodes, using MPI software opportunities to start the parallel
computation);
7. #mpdallexit (closes the MPI engine parallel session.)

Fig. 1. Sample interface of PUTTY software for using Beowulf cluster resources
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Results and discussion
The middleware SRM has been created within the study course High Performance Computing at
Liepaja University, which makes it possible to use the experimental Beowulf cluster, in order to send
the source code files and compile them and run them within the MATLAB, Intel Cluster Toolkit,
OpenMPI and MPICH tools. The main computation devices (masternode or frontend) have Intel
Cluster mpdboot mode launched as well as MatlabJobManager service. The computation nodes are
used to launch certain workers, and the number of such workers depends on the number of cores of
each node processor. The software users are mostly the students of Liepaja University and researchers,
who use data parallel processing technologies. Opportunities of secure cluster software SRM are the
following (Fig. 2).
1. Uploading of files to the experimental cluster.
2. Downloading of files from the experimental cluster to the user’s computer.
3. Compilation of a source code file, using an Intel Fortran 9 compiler; use of data parallel
processing and computation opportunities for the source code, compiled by an Intel Fortran 9
compiler, using Intel Cluster Toolkit MPI parallel computation software packages.
4. Compilation of a source code file, using an Intel Fortran compiler and GCC (GNU Compiler
Collection [4]); use of data parallel processing and computation opportunities for the source code,
compiled by an Intel Fortran compiler and GCC, using open source OpenMPI parallel
computation software packages.
5. Compilation of a source code file, using an Intel Fortran compiler and GCC; use of data parallel
processing and computation opportunities for the source code, compiled by an Intel Fortran
compiler and GCC, using open source MPICH parallel computation software packages.
6. Use of data parallel processing and computation opportunities for a source code programmed by
using MathWorks MATLAB software.

Fig. 2. Interface of the first version of the middleware ScriptRunMediatorCSP
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Improved middleware SRM uses several parallel computation tools and a compiler collection.
These application functions such as file execution tool (using parallel computation tool) with specific
configuration and run and/or compile (using compiler collection) with various compilers are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1
Improved middleware ScriptRunMediatorCSPapplication functions
File execution tool with
specific configuration
1. Run Intel MPI
INTEL configuration
2. Run Open MPI
GCC configuration
3. Run Open MPI
INTEL configuration
4. Run MPICH
GCC configuration
5. Run MPICH
INTEL configuration
6. Run MATLAB

Run and/or
compile with C
compiler
CCbutton
C compile
CC=icc
C compile
CC=gcc
C compile
CC=icc
C compile
CC=gcc
C compile
CC=icc

Run and/or
compile with
C++ compiler
CXXbutton
C++ compile
CXX=icpc
C++ compile
CXX=g++
C++ compile
CXX=icpc
C++ compile
CXX=g++
C++ compile
CXX=icpc

Run and/or
compile with
F77 compiler
F77button
F77 compile
F77=ifort
F77 compile
F77=gfortran
F77 compile
F77=ifort
F77 compile
F77=gfortran
F77 compile
F77=ifort

Run and/or
compile with
F90 compiler
FCbutton
F90 compile
FC=ifort
F90 compile
FC=gfortran
F90 compile
FC=ifort
F90 compile
FC=gfortran
F90 compile
FC=ifort

The main module of the program looks like in Fig.3. Therefore, the main idea of the program
algorithm is to make automation of the user actions. This means that the program makes several
commands. SRM is programmed using a free software Lazarus [14].

Fig. 3. Interface of the improved middleware ScriptRunMediatorCSP
The first automated command is connection to the cluster. For connecting to the cluster the user
has to press the button “Connect”. In addition, for disconnecting from the cluster the user has to press
the button “Disconnect”. For communications between the client program and the cluster the SSH
connection technology is used.
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For connection between the application and the server, it is modified “TTCPBlockSocket” data
class of the “synapse39” package of Lazarus components provided by the Ararat Synapse project. The
Ararat Synapse project makes it easier to operate with operating system sockets, therefore it is used for
elaboration of this program.
When the program connects itself to the cluster using the preprogrammed cluster user name and a
password, it reads the actual cluster access password from the textual file from the cluster user folder.
When the program is connected to the cluster, the user needs to send some file to the cluster. It can be
made by pressing the button “Send file” and selecting the file. When the file is sent to the cluster, the
user needs to run the file by selecting the file in the file list and pressing the file running button on the
top of the window. A use case diagram in Fig.4 represents the user’s interaction with the program.

Fig. 4. Use case diagram
The application makes several automated actions to compile and run the compiled file represented
in Fig. 5 with the sequence diagram.

Fig. 5. Sequence diagram
Shown in Fig. 6, the part of the source code demonstrates the actions automated for the Intel
Fortran compiler to compile and run the Fortran source code.
As it can be seen from the source code, the program executes the same commands like the user
has to execute every time he needs to compile and run the code. Moreover, this program makes it
possible to have more than one client simultaneously. It creates randomly named folders for every
newly connected user without making the program confrontations between the connected users.
In case of using the MATLAB program within the cluster for making calculations the program
executes exactly the MATLAB known commands to run the MATLAB file created by the user and
uploaded to the cluster.
The actions made for executing the MATLAB file are shown in Fig. 7 of the source code.
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Fig. 6. ScriptRunMediatorCSPactions automated for the Intel Fortran compiler to compile and
run the Fortran source code

Fig. 7. ScriptRunMediatorCSP actions made for executing the MATLAB file
Conclusions
1. Nowadays, the HPC technological environment is successfully implemented with data parallel
processing and computing tools, cluster network and applications of information technologies,
with the aim to implement the cluster for parallel computations by preparing the computation
resources and developing middleware.
2. The cluster provides an opportunity for students, researchers and others to use the HPC data
parallel processing technology and computation tools and also provides involvement of experts
into scientific researches for solution of real problems within the frameworks of various projects.
3. SRM provides an easy, safe and controlled student connection to the cluster resources.
4. It is needed to enrol the cluster management platform with dedicate intelligent agent coordinator
and load balancing server tool to the SRM program.
5. It is needed to implement NVIDIA GPGPU computing technology & CUDA [15] parallel
computing platform opportunities in the cluster in order to implement and integrate it in the SRM
program.
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